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Essential skills to become a
successful entrepreneur

The Learning Circle project 

supports entrepreneurs and

promotes the circular economy

entrepreneurship. 

ABOUT

WHAT WE OFFER:
Learning Circle will provide an in-service

training programme for VET tutors to

develop their knowledge about the circular

economy and also their digital and

pedagogic skills to work in online

environments. For those wanting to engage

in the circular economy or who just want to

learn more about the topic, Learning Circle

will offer two sets of EduZines (Educational

Magazines) and Interactive Infographics for

circular economy business models and for

innovative circular economy entrepreneurs.

All of these resources will be available in the

Learning Circle platform where anyone can

freely access them.

www.learningcircleproject.eu @LearningCircleproject www.linkedin.com/groups/14004385

FOR LEARNERS

FOR TUTORS
 With the Learning Circle In-service
Training, you will learn:

With the Learning Circle EduZines you will learn:

Circular Supplies or Closed Loop Recycling
  Resource Recovery or Down-Cycling
    Product Life Extension or Up-cycling
      Sharing Platforms or Industrial Symbiosis
         Product as a Service

Creative thinking
 Problem solving
  Leadership & Team management
   Innovation management
   Agile management
   Strategic planning
   Risk management
   Business model development

Essential topics of the circular
economy

The basics of the circular
economy

The basics of the circular
economy
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TRANSNATIONAL MEETING

TRAINING EVENT IN CYPRUS
From May 24th to May 26th 2022,

the first Learning Circle training

event took place in Nicosia, Cyprus. 

 During the event, VET professionals

from every partner country had the

opportunity to develop their

knowledge on the circular economy. 

WHAT'S NEXT?
Partners are finalising the resources and will start translating them into all
partner languages. We will also hold the second training event in Germany
focusing  on the development of the digital and pedagogic skills of VET tutors.
Don't forget to follow us to know when you to keep up-to-date with the project.

On June 16th 2022, the consortium

held their first face-to-face meeting

since the project began. Partners met

in Santander, Spain, with some parners

who couldn't attend the physhical

meeting joining online.  We discussed

the progress of the project during its

first year and planned future activites.


